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3. 完成运动控制 ARM 节点软硬件设计与实现，包括电机驱动模块、伺服控
制模块和避障模块的设计与实现。 
4. 基于 CAN 总线技术，实现系统通信软硬件设计，建立了一个 PC 节点和
一个 ARM 节点。 

































In recent years, with the developing of the advanced technology in sensors and 
other fields, the application of intelligent robots in the service industries are begnning 
to replace the various human labour, especially, the monotony and repeat labour 
which are hazardous, toxic, boring or fussy. It’s developing a novel field of 
autonomous robots for service industries. There are good prospects for applications in 
different kinds of fields, so, a distributed architecture of the autonomous mobile robot 
platform is developed in thesis, based on the CAN bus technology. The platform not 
only makes use of the technology of ARM to achieve the servo-control and the 
turning in situ of the vehicle, but also makes use of the Acceptance Filtering function 
of CAN controllers, the communication system of mobile robot is initially established, 
based on CAN bus. Meanwhile, it could work under two modes, avoiding obstacles 
automatically or avoiding under the control of PC, and achieve real-time avoiding 
obstacles. The platform is better at opening, stability and real time, which provides the 
base for final target, designing and producing the practical indoor robot for service 
industries. 
The main contents of the thesis are summarized as follows: 
1. After reading a mass of literatures on the architecture of robots, and applying 
MAS (multi-agent system) theory, advanced control technology and CAN bus 
technology, author finally decides to develop a distributed architecture of the 
autonomous mobile robot platform, based on CAN bus technology. 
2. The vehicle of autonomous mobile robot, XMU-1, is designed and 
manufactured and its kinematics model is built. Then, the whole project of the 
software and hardware of the autonomous mobile robot platform is put forward. 
3. The design and realization of moving-control ARM node on both software and 
hardware are accomplished, including motors-driven module, servo-control module 
and avoiding-obstacles module. 














bus technology, and one PC node and one ARM node are accomplished in thesis. 
5. Foreground/Background System and μC/OS-II Real-time Operating System are 
compared, and the application programs of system under Foreground/ Background 
System are developed. 
6. The whole platform is debugged, so that the requirement of design could be 
reached. 
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第一章  绪论 
 1













移动机器人的研究始于 20 世纪 60 年代末期，斯坦福研究院的 Nils Nilssen
和 Charles Rosen 等人，在 1966 年至 1972 年中研制出了取名 Shakey[1] 的自主移
动机器人，目的是研究应用人工智能技术，在复杂环境下系统的自主推理、规划















































































模块共享一个全局数据库，如图 1.1 所示。 
 
 




































        
图 1.2 按功能划分的串行结构[8]         图 1.3 按行为划分的并行结构[8] 
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